	
  

ANTOINE-MARIE ARENA
Country: France
Region: Corsica
Appellation(s): Vin de France,	
  Patrimonio
Producer: Antoine-Marie Arena
Founded: 2014
Annual Production: N/A
Farming: Organic
Website: N/A

The path to becoming a vigneron was a natural one for Antoine-Marie Arena, son of famed
Corsican producer Antoine Arena. Growing up at the family domaine in Patrimonio, Antoine-Marie
enjoyed constant exposure to the wine world through his father’s work, gaining additional valuable
insight from the countless other vignerons, sommeliers, importers, and other guests to stop by the
domaine and enjoy a glass or two on the Arena terrace.
In addition to his experience on his native Ile de Beauté, Antoine-Marie studied viticulture and
enology in Hyères and further broadened his competences with internships in both Burgundy and
Provence. In the early 2000s, he and his brother Jean-Baptiste joined their father at the domaine fulltime.
As of the 2014 vintage, the Arenas have divided their holdings evenly between Antoine, AntoineMarie, and Jean-Baptiste. The decision came naturally: in a typically Corsican spirit of self-reliance,
Antoine’s sons will carry on the family tradition through their very own domaines, enjoying the
autonomy to work the way they desire while maintaining close family bonds and a free exchange of
ideas. “Although working as a family is great, the spirit of liberty and independence guided us in this
decision,” explains Antoine-Marie. Choosing who would work which of the family’s numerous lieuxdits proved an easier task than one might expect. In fact, the three easily agreed as to how they
should divvy up the Arena holdings, each claiming his favorite parcels to look after separately. “The
method of working is essentially the same, but this way each of us takes more and more liberty with
our respective parcels and with the vinifications,” he elaborates.
While Antoine-Marie continues to embrace his father’s philosophy—farming organically and
applying a light hand in the cellar—managing his own domaine will also allow more freedom to
pursue fresh ideas. He has already begun construction of a new cellar, right across the street from
the family home, destined for crafting exclusively his own wines. The extra working space will allow
him to experiment with new methods of vinification, as Antoine-Marie shares his father’s innovative
vision and creativity. The highly unusual, yet strikingly delicious Vin de France Hauts de Carco, a skinmacerated infusion of Vermentinu from his steepest, rockiest vineyard, is a promising start from this
young, passionate prodigy. There is no doubt the Arena legacy will live on through Antoine-Marie,
symbolizing the best that Corsica’s terroir has to offer.
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ANTOINE-MARIE ARENA (continued)
Wine

Blend¹

Vine Age

Vin de France Bianco Gentile Bianco Gentile Planted in 1997
Vin de France Muscat
Planted in 1982,
Muscat
Morta Maìo
1992, 1995
Patrimonio Blanc Hauts de
Vermentinu
Planted in 2003
Carco
Vin de France Hauts de Carco Vermentinu
Planted in 2003
¹ Corsican spellings of grape varietals
* “ha”=hectares; one hectare equals roughly two and a half acres

Clay, Limestone

Vineyard
Area*
N/A

Clay, Limestone

1 ha

Limestone

1 ha

Limestone

1 ha

Soil Type

VITICULTURE / VINIFICATION
• All grapes are harvested by hand
• Indigenous yeast fermentation
• Primary and secondary fermentation in stainless steel tanks
• Vin de France Muscat Morta Maìo is non-muted, Residual Sugar: 35g/L
• Vin de France Hauts de Carco is distinguished from the Patrimonio Hauts de Carco as it
is a skin-macerated wine
• Antoine-Marie refers to Vermentinu as Malvasia on his labels as this was the original
name in Corsica for this grape variety
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